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Abstract :  Day by day, in the field of medical science, there is a rise of lot of diseases in the world. It is difficult to analyze all 

kind of diseases and how to take the correct medication for all the diseases. This task is very difficult. The healthcare ind ustry 

collects huge amount of data which are not mined unfortunately. If these data are mined, they will be helpful to discover hidden 

informat ion for effective decision making. The data mining techniques are very useful for finding the medicinal decision for the 

appropriate diseases. Data mining applications in healthcare can have tremendous potential and usefulness. Discovery of hidden 

patterns and relationships often goes unexplo ited. Advanced data mining techniques can help remedy this situation. Data Minin g 

is used to discover knowledge out of data and presenting it in a fo rm that is easily understand to humans. It is a process to 

examine large amounts of data routinely collected. Data min ing is most useful in an exploratory analysis because of nontrivia l 

informat ion in large volumes of data. It is a cooperative effort of humans and computers. Best results are achiev ed by balancing 

the knowledge of human experts in describing problems and goals with the search capabilit ies of computers. The motivation 

behind the project is to facilitate medical solicitation at the earliest stage to the user and providing free of cost system of 

diagnosis. Correct diagnosis is critical for effective treatment and of disease. Quality of service provided to the patients could be 

increased by eliminating unwanted bias, errors and excessive medical costs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Background Study: 

The computerization of various fields like Science and Engineering, Medicine, Business and Society has led to the explosive 

growth of available data. Data mining, also called Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD), is the field of discovering novel and 

potentially useful information from large amounts of data. It can also be defined as the process of data selection and exploration 

and building models using vast data stores to uncover previously unknown patterns that is understandable  to human. Data mining is 

not new it has been used intensively and extensively by Financial institutions; marketers, for direct market ing and cross-selling or 

up-selling; retailers, for market segmentation and store layout; and manufacturers, for quality control and maintenance scheduli ng. 

The tasks in data mining can be divided into two categories that is, predictive and descriptive. In the predictive model, it makes a 

prediction about values of data using known results found from d ifferent data and  its goal is to identify strong links between 

variables of a data table. Predictive model data min ing tasks involves the classification, prediction, time series analysis and 

regression. Descriptive model identifies patterns or relationships in data. In healthcare, data mining is becoming increasing ly 

popular, if not increasingly essential. An important task in medical diagnosis is that it should be performed as accurately and 

efficiently as is possible. Unfortunately, all doctors are not equally skilled in every sub -speciality and they are a scarce resource in 

many places. A system for automated medical diagnosis would enhance medical care and reduce costs. A century ago, it was noted 

that a symptom was related to a single disease. But, now a symptom is related to a number of diseases. Hence, computer assist ed 

information retrieval may help to support quality decision making and to avoid human error. As medicine plays a great role in 

human life, automated knowledge extraction from medical data sets has become an immense issue. There is fast growth in the 

research field on knowledge extraction from medical data. 

 

Motivation: 

 

Data mining is largely concerned with building models. A model is simply an algorithm or set of levels that connects a collec tion 

of inputs to a particular target or outcome. Data Mining has great potential for exp loring th e meaningful and hidden patterns in the 

data sets at the medical domain, these methods can be used for the medical and diseases diagnosis. Correct diagnosis is crit ical for 

effective treatment and prevention of disease. As a result, disease classificat ion has become a key cornerstone of modern 

medicine. Using data mining as a convenient tool, an application to assist a non -medical person to detect or diagnose a disease 

that he/she has can be built based on the symptoms that he/she provides and also recommends the doctors and the tests and 

medications to undergo. Thus quality services can be provided at low cost as some diagnostic and laboratory procedures  are 

costly and painful to patients. Medical history data comprises of a number of tests essential to dia gnosis a particular disease. The 

data generated by the healthcare transactions are huge amounts and they are too complex and voluminous to be processed and 

analyzed by traditional methods. Decision making in data min ing can be improved by discovering patte rns and trends in large 
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amounts of complex data. Such analysis has become increasingly essential as financial pressures have heightened the need for 

healthcare organizations to make decisions based on the analysis of clin ical and financial data . 
A non-medical person can use data mining applicat ion to detect or diagnose a disease that he/she has and can be built based on the 

symptoms provided by the user and the system also recommends the doctors and the tests and medicat ions to undergo after the 

detection of the probable disease. It saves time and costs. And it can also be used as a "First step towards healing" applicat ion. 

Data mining applications also can benefit healthcare providers, such as hospitals, clinics and physicians, and patients, for 

example, by identify ing effective t reatments and best practices.  

Various factors are boosting data mining popularity. For instance, as a result of the Balanced Budget Act of 1997 (USA) [1], the 

Centres for Medicare  Serv ices must implement a prospective payment system based on classifying patients into case-mix groups, 

using empirical evidence that resource use within each case-mix group is relatively constant. CMS has used data mining to 

develop a prospective payment system for inpatient rehabilitation. The healthcare industry can benefit greatly from data min ing 

applications. In addition to this, United Health Care has mined its treatment record data to exp lore ways to cut costs and de liver 

better medicine. It also has developed clinical profiles to give physicians informat ion about their practice patterns and to compare 

these with those of other physicians and peer-reviewed industry standards. Similarly, data mining can help identify successful 

standardized treatments for specific diseases. According to the paper by Hian Chye Koh and Gerald Tan [5], launched the clinical 

best practices initiative with the goal of developing a standard path of care across all  campuses, clinicians, and patient 

admissions. Blue Cross [1], has been implementing data mining init iatives to improve outcomes and reduce expenditures through 

better disease management. For instance, it uses emergency department and hospitalizat ion claims data, pharmaceutical  records, 

and physician interviews to identify unknown asthmatics and develop appropriate interventions. 

 

PROPOS ED WORK 

In this era of technology boom, it has become quite essential for humanity to take steps further into the seemingly future 

technology. Data mining is such a tool which opens the portal for advancement. Data mining provides a set of techniques to 

discover hidden patterns from data. It is used to discover knowledge out  of data and presenting it in a form that is easily  

understandable to humans. There are two primary goals of data mining, predict ion and description. 

A major challenge facing healthcare industry is quality of service. Quality of service implies diagnosing disease  correctly and 

provides effective treatments to patients. Poor diagnosis can lead to disastrous consequences which are unacceptable. For det ecting 

a disease, number of tests should be required from the patient. But using data min ing technique the number of test should be 

reduced. This reduced test plays an important role in time, cost and performance. It is a cooperative effort of humans and 

computers. Best results are achieved by balancing the knowledge of human experts in describing problems and goals with the 

search capabilities of computers. Nowadays healthcare industry generates large amount of data about patients, disease diagnos is 

etc. The proposed approach analyzes how data mining techniques are used for predicting different types of diseases. The system 

will predict the diseases based on the symptoms given by the patients. In this approach user is allowed to give symptoms which are 

considered as data set based on these data sets for total number of transaction the list of possible diseases is computed and hence, 

with the list of possible diseases one disease is predicted. Any number of diseases can be updated/ added by the admin.  

The objectives of the proposed work is  to collect the medical data as training sets, to develop a model for the disease prediction 

using Decision Making technique. For a given set of symptoms, prediction of probable disease will be done with an accuracy of 

80-85%. Also, to recommend the doctors based on the relevant disease for medical queries. To recommend what probable tests to 

undergo for that predicted disease. 

 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY US ED  

Classical Waterfall model Waterfall model is a sequential design procedure, used in software development processes, in which 

progress is seen as owing steadily downwards through the different phases. Classical waterfall model d ivides the life cycle i nto 

the following phases as shown in the below figure.  
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FIG: WATERFALL MODEL 

 

Activi ties undertaken during requirements analysis and s pecification: 
The aim of the requirements analysis and specification phase is to understand the exact requirements of the customer and  to 

document them properly. This phase consists of two distinct activities, Requirements gathering and analysis and Requirements 

specification. The goal of the requirements gathering activity is to collect medical data sets such as symptoms and the 

corresponding diseases from various authorised healthcare centres. Also, collecting the information about doctors by conducting 

the discussions with residents of the particular locations and then this information is further used for recommending to the 

patients. Tests to be undertaken for the particular disease is listed. After all ambiguit ies, inconsistencies, and incompleteness have 

been resolved and all the requirements properly understood, the requirements specification activity can start.  

Activi ties undertaken during design: 

The goal of the design phase is to transform the requirements specified in the SRS document into a structure that is suitable for 

implementation in some programming language. The suitable decision making technique to be used for processing the so far 

collected medical data sets has to be chosen. Software and hardware components needed for developing the application will be 

decided and the overall model of the upcoming application will be designed. 

Activi ties undertaken during coding and unit testing: 

The purpose of the coding and unit testing phase (sometimes called the implementation phase) of software development is to 

translate the software design into source code.  Each component of the design is implemented as a program module such as admin  

module, user module etc. During this phase, each module is unit tested to determine the correct working of all the individual 

modules. It involves testing each module in isolation as this is the most efficient way to debug the errors identified at this stage.  

Activi ties undertaken during integration and system testing: 

Integration of different modules is undertaken once they have been coded and  unit tested. During the integration and system 

testing phase, the modules are integrated in a p lanned manner. The different modules making up a software produ ct are almost 

never integrated in one shot. Integration is normally carried out incrementally over a number of steps. During each integration 

step, the partially integrated system is tested and a set of previously planned modules are added to it. Finally, when all the 

modules have been successfully integrated and tested, system testing is carried out. The goal of system testing is to ensure that the 

developed system conforms to its requirements laid out in the SRS document.  

Activi ties undertaken during maintenance: 

Maintenance of a typical software product requires much more than the effort necessary to develop the product itself. Many 

studies carried out in the past confirm this and indicate that the relative effort of development of a typical software product to its 

maintenance effort is roughly in the 40:60 rat ios. 

During maintenance we have to do one or more of the following activit ies. Correct ion errors that were not discovered during t he 

product development phase were done in this phase. Also, it does the work of improving the implementation of the system, and 

enhancing the functionalities of the system according to the customers requirements . 

 

DATA STRUCTURE AND ALGORITHM US ED  

Tree map is the main data structure being used in the algorithm. Treemap prov ides an efficient means of storing key/value pairs in  

sorted order and allows rapid retrieval. In this function Treemap stores key being number of symptoms being matched to the 
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particular d isease and value being disease name. The disease having highest information gain i.e. value will be the probable 

disease. ArrayList is also used to store the result set obtained after executing the query on the symptoms stored in the database. 

Decision making algorithm using Treemaps is used. For each  of the symptoms being entered by the user, first list will be 

populated with all the disease names containing that symptom. After that TreeMap will store key/value pairs as key being number 

of symptoms being matched to the particular disease and value being disease name. 

 

CONCLUS IONS  AND FUTURE SCOPES  

The Project titled, “Symptoms Based Disease Prediction", is a datamin ing project, which in this era, tries to make use of the peta 

bytes of available data. Health Sector is a field where the data mining technique hasn't firmed its roots, that is to say that the use 

of data mining has been majorly confined to "Heart Diseases ". It was our humble attempt to bridge this gap through our project, 

“Symptoms Based Disease Prediction" and bring in the benefits of data min ing to the greater population. In our project we have 

tackled the following objectives: 

1. The user would be posed with a series of questions, with the current question being dependent on the answer of the previous 

question and this forms the basis of the symptoms being felt by the user. 

2. Based on these symptoms, a list of possible diseases is determined, by the algorithm and in that list, the most probable disease 

is displayed. 

3. A brief statement regarding the disease is given, including what  tests to undergo and what precautions to take. 
 

Limitations of the project are, project has been able to predict only  few diseases and it can provide only the static map of the 

location of the recommended doctor. As with everything there is always room for improvement and enhancements. It is  one of the 

unsaid laws in the  field o f software, that a major port ion of the product life cycle is dedicated to updates and  enhancement. 

 Here below are stated few of the possible updates, that could be expected: 

1. Using Plugins from the Google Maps to ensure that the user has  a map reference from his current position to the specific  

hospital. 

2. Using Machine Learning to train the data set, and create a reference model  

3. Using feedback from the users to train the model and make it mo re accurate. 
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